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Abstract—Recent robotic research recognized the advantages that Variable Impedance Actuators would yield to a new generation of robots, rendering them adapt to many different tasks of everyday life.

In this work we present the development of a Variable Damping mechanism, designed to integrate within a modular Variable Stiffness Actuator platform to realize a complete Variable Impedance Actuation unit.

After a short discussion on the possible implementation strategies, the different operation principles and realization methods of damping systems are initially introduced, and a detailed description of the mechatronics and functionalities of a novel variable damping unit follow. In particular, the proposed implementation adopts an innovative aperture mechanism, similar to the light shutter of a camera, to engage a rotating chamber of high-viscosity silicon oil.

Finally, some experiments are shown, to validate and characterize the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the goals of robotics is the development of robots capable of interacting with a non-structured and continuously evolving world, populated by both inanimate and animate objects, to the same extent as humans do.

While robots already surpass humans in many tasks, especially very specific and repetitive factory operations, there are still many simple and common operations for which robots still lack behind humans, rendering their adoption for such assignments still a dream.

An example of the current superiority of humans with respect to their robotic counterparts is their proficiency in sport activities. One of the main factors that keep robots from successfully playing soccer with humans [1][2], for example, is that common robotic actuation systems are limited with respect to muscles. Such deficiencies become more and more evident if aspects like adaptability, energy efficiency and robustness (just to name a few) are taken into account.

As a consequence a substantial amount of research within robotics is recently oriented towards the development of actuation systems that are able to overcome this disparity. While early approaches to robotic actuation consisted in designing systems which, hiding their intrinsic dynamics with control, behaved like ideal trajectory generators (servomotors), more recent approaches attempt to exploit properties of natural system dynamics to manage the interaction of robots with the environment [3].

To achieve such interaction in a profitable and efficient manner, robotic actuation systems were then designed to incorporate in their mechanical structure dynamic behaviors that were previously discarded, e.g., the adoption of elastic [4] and dampers [5] proved to highly improve the performance of robotic systems.

These ingenious solutions have the effect of adjusting the output mechanical impedance characteristic of the actuation unit. In early systems the stiffness could only pre-programmed before the task [6] while recently many units [7] have been developed which allow the real time regulation of the stiffness during the execution of the task. This second type of mechanisms is termed Variable Stiffness Actuation (VSA). Other recent devices explore the possibility of varying the damping of the mechanical transmission with applications in haptic interfaces [8] and in human-robot interaction [9]. The need to adapt the damping coefficient between and within different tasks, has different motivations, the possibility to adapt to different loads optimizing the system bandwidth is just the foremost. While system damping can be obtained with suitable control approaches, as in [10], there are reasons which support a physical implementation of the damping principle, for example the benefits of intrinsic system passivity as well as energetic considerations on the power consumption of the link motor. Variable Damping systems along with VSAs illustrate the growing interest of the scientific community in Variable Impedance Actuators (VIA).

This work represents an evolution of this refinement process, that culminates in the first VIA (Fig. 1) capable of adapting both its output stiffness and damping. In particular, the VIA is realized by the application of an independent Variable Damping add-on module to an already existing VSA device, the VSA-CubeBot presented in [11].

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we report a roundup of possible layouts that can be use to implement a variable impedance actuator.
In section III we report some different physical principles that can be used to realize a damper. In section IV we report the design of the chosen mechanism and describe the variable damping mechanical implementation. Finally, in section V we report the experimental results.

II. VIA TAXONOMY

Consider a system described by a motor with an output shaft within a containment frame, an elastic connection between the motor and the shaft, and a source of damping action. The three possible configurations of such system are shown in Fig. 2. In this section we present a detailed analysis of these connection topologies and highlight benefits and drawbacks of each solution.

Fig. 2(a) shows a stiffness and a damper in parallel between the reference and the link, Fig. 2(b) presents a stiffness between the reference and the link, and a damper between the link and the external frame. This topology is featured, for example, in models of human limb impedance, as in [12]. Fig. 2(c) present a serial connection of a spring and a damper between the reference and the link. This schema is similar to those adopted in [8] and [5] and presents the advantage of minimizing the amount of motor inertia reflected to the link. Nevertheless, it has the major disadvantage of requiring continuous rotation of the motor to apply a constant torque to the output.

Some other differences arise between the three schemes, for instance, to achieve the behavior of a pure VSA, the damping factor should be null for layouts (a) and (b), while it should tend to infinity for layout (c).

Fig. 3 and 4 show a possible implementation of schemes (a) and (b) of Fig. 2 integrated within the two most common VSA layout, namely Agonist-Antagonistic (A-A) and Explicit Stiffness Variator (ESV). A disadvantage of systems of Fig. 3 is that the variable damping unit must be integrated into the actuator design, moreover the damping action disturbs the stiffness variation, in fact, it is necessary to overcome the damper resistance. One drawback of system Fig. 4 is that, during link motion, the damper resistance must be surpassed. This can be overcome by realizing a variable damping mechanism that can be completely turned off. On the other side, systems of Fig. 4 have the advantage of allowing the designer to realize the variable damping unit as an add on which can be attached externally to another actuation unit, as a VSA. For these reasons the layout adopted in this work is 4 (a), which is also the most suitable to be adopted in a modular low cost robotic development platform like the VSA-CubeBot.

III. OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Dampers have been thoroughly studied over the past centuries and can be realized using different operating principles. Here, we briefly discuss the fundamental ones.

The aim of this study is that of choosing the principle that fits the following system requirements best: to render damping force the closest possible to being proportional to the velocity in order to simplify and reduce control effort; to have compact size; to be easy to assembly; and, to integrate with the VSA-CubeBot unit keeping overall cost low.

A. Friction damper

A Friction Damper (FD) is, essentially, composed of an actuator that applies a normal force, \( F_n \), on the output shaft. Frictional damping force \( F_d \) is produced as a consequence of relative motion. The simplest model describing the behavior of the FD is

\[
F_d = -f F_n \text{sign}(\dot{q}) ,
\]
where \( f \) represents the friction coefficient and \( \dot{q}_r \), the relative speed between the actuator and the output shaft. A more complex and realistic mathematical model can be found in [13]. This principle has been used in the design of the actuators presented in [9] and [14]. Drawbacks of FD, pointed out in [13], are the noticeable phenomena of hysteresis and the presence of a static friction band [15] that can cause irregular behavior.

B. Electrorheological and Magnetorheological Dampers

Electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR) dampers are based on liquids whose physical behaviors depend on the application of electric or magnetic fields respectively [15]. These fluids follow the Bingham models: after a yielding point, they behave as viscous liquids. The property that can be changed is the yield stress itself.

Based on the Bingham viscoplastic model, the behavior of ER and MR fluids can be described by:

\[
F_d = -\text{sign}(\dot{q}_r) (g(\mu, |\dot{q}_r|) + Cu),
\]

where \( g(\mu, |\dot{q}_r|) \) represents the viscous component of the damping force, \( \mu \) the viscosity of the fluid, \( u \) the electric field or the current for ER and MR respectively and \( C \) denotes a coefficient that depends on the physical properties of the fluid and on the geometry of the damper. The MR operating principle is often used to realize VDAs in robotics [5] and also in vehicles [16]. A more accurate model and a comparison between MR and FD can be found in [13], where it is pointed out that MR dampers, like the FDs, present high hysteresis.

C. Eddy Current Dampers

Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs) are magnetic devices composed of a conductive material moving through a magnetic field. Eddy currents are induced and create a damping force that is proportional to the relative velocity \( \dot{q}_r \), between the material and the magnetic field

\[
F_d = -D(r, d, h, B, \sigma)\dot{q}_r.
\]

The coefficient \( D \) depend, ultimately, on the geometry of the conductor, represented by \( r \), and of the magnet, denoted by \( d \), their gap, \( h \), the magnetic flux, \( B \) and the specific conductivity of the conductor \( \sigma \).

These devices can be realized with both permanent magnets or electromagnets. In both cases there is the possibility to design a device whose damping can be adjusted ([17], [18]). In one case, the damping coefficient can be controlled by varying the intensity of the magnetic field, in the other case, by modifying the geometry of the conductor, or the gap between the conductor and the magnets (the effectiveness is shown in [18]). Albeit electromagnetic ECD are not composed of mobile parts, they have the disadvantage of consuming power while maintaining a fixed damping value.

This class of devices, being fluid-free and contact-free, is not affected by typical troubles due to oils (e.g., the need of seals against leakage), and by frictional wear. Still, they present the disadvantage of requiring a gearbox because of their low damping torque.

D. Fluid dynamics damper

Two main possibilities exist when using fluids to damp: the quadratic damping and the linear damping. The Reynolds number can be used as indicator of the main phenomenon by which the damper works. These two possibilities are described as follows:

- when the fluid is characterized by turbulent flow (high Reynolds number) it produces a damping force proportional to the square of the relative speed

\[
F_d = -\text{sign}(\dot{q}_r) C\dot{q}_r^2.
\]

from where the term quadratic damping comes from. A practical example of quadratic damping is a damper with an orifice allowing fluid flow, as largely used in automotive industry. Such device generates, at a given frequency, high damping for high amplitudes, but lower damping for lower amplitudes, and thus, has the drawback of presenting long lasting residual oscillations ([15]).

- linear damping is the phenomenon present when a fluid is characterized by laminar flow (low Reynolds number) and produces a damping force proportional to the speed gradient in the fluid.

\[
F_d = -d(\mu,A,h)\dot{q}_r.
\]

Here, the damping coefficient \( d \) mainly depends on three parameters: \( A \) the area of the surface in contact with the fluid; \( h \) the height of the fluid chamber; and \( \mu \), the viscosity of the fluid.

IV. VARIABLE DAMPER DESIGN

A. Requirements

We chose to implement a linear fluid damper because it produces a damping force proportional to the relative speed, unlike FD, ER, MR and the quadratic fluid damper. This characteristic is important because it allows one to not continuously adjust the device to have a constant damping in a task with a speed variation.

This particularity is also present into the ECDs, yet the formers have been discarded because they would need a gearbox to achieve the required amount of damping values within the desired small space.

In order to have an acceptable number of steps in adjusting the damping, we chose to variate \( A \) because variating \( h \) would

---

Fig. 5. Scheme of the variable damper. The meatus has an annular shape, \( r_i \) and \( r_e \) represent the internal and external radius respectively and \( h \) is the height. The relative angular speed of the upper and lower surface is denoted by \( \omega \) while \( V \) represents the linear speed shear of fluid film between two flat discs.
require a very fine resolution.

The minimum and maximum damping values are chosen to realize a shoulder joint suitable for a 5-dof arm composed of VSA-Cube modules as those presented in Fig. 7 (b). We chose the maximum value of the damping range such to stop the free oscillation of the arm starting from a horizontal fully-extended configuration and set to the highest stiffness.

A simplified dynamic model of the arm is a rotating arm of length \( l \), a mass \( m \) and inertia \( I \). The system is described by equation

\[
I \ddot{q} + d \dot{q} + k q = -\text{Asign}(q) - mgl\cos(q),
\]

where \( m \) represents the total mass of the arm, \( l \) is the total length of the arm; \( k, d \) and \( A \) represent stiffness, damping and Coulomb friction of the shoulder joint; \( g \) denotes the gravity acceleration and \( q \) the angular position of the shoulder joint.

Simulations, performed with the model of eq. 6 all over the stiffness range, show that, given the values of the parameters \((m = 1.45kg, l = 0.4m \text{ and } k = 3 - 14Nm/rad, A = 0.1Nm)\), oscillations characterized by a period of \(0.5s\), overshoot 90% and settling time 6s arise. The damping value needed to critically damp such oscillation is our target maximum damping, \( d_{\text{max}} = 0.6Nms/\text{rad} \).

On the other hand, the ideal minimum value for the damping coefficient would be, given the considerations in Sec. II, that of zero damping.

Practical reasons hint a rotational geometry for the damper, following the working principle of Fig. 5. This kind of system works as a parallel disc viscometer [19] that generates oscillations characterized by a period of 0.5s, overshoot 90% and settling time 6s arise. The damping value needed to critically damp such oscillation is our target maximum damping, \( d_{\text{max}} = 0.6Nms/\text{rad} \).

On the other hand, the ideal minimum value for the damping coefficient would be, given the considerations in Sec. II, that of zero damping.

Practical reasons hint a rotational geometry for the damper, following the working principle of Fig. 5. This kind of system works as a parallel disc viscometer [19] that generates oscillations characterized by a period of 0.5s, overshoot 90% and settling time 6s arise. The damping value needed to critically damp such oscillation is our target maximum damping, \( d_{\text{max}} = 0.6Nms/\text{rad} \).

On the other hand, the ideal minimum value for the damping coefficient would be, given the considerations in Sec. II, that of zero damping.

Practical reasons hint a rotational geometry for the damper, following the working principle of Fig. 5. This kind of system works as a parallel disc viscometer [19] that generates oscillations characterized by a period of 0.5s, overshoot 90% and settling time 6s arise. The damping value needed to critically damp such oscillation is our target maximum damping, \( d_{\text{max}} = 0.6Nms/\text{rad} \).

By varying the gap area and/or height, it is possible to change the damping factor. The best performance, in terms of damping range and damping stability, is obtained by employing a Newtonian fluid because, in such fluids, viscosity is time and velocity independent. However, the viscosity range of these fluids is not sufficient to respect the dimensional design constraints, so the usage of high viscosity fluids, such as silicone oils, is necessary. These materials present a non-Newtonian behavior; in particular, silicone oils present a shear thinning behavior (apparent viscosity decreases with velocity). However, as it is also shown in experimental tests of Fig. 12, these fluids present a transient high viscosity phase when velocity is increasing. This particular property can be used in system, like ours, where the rotation of the output shaft is limited and movements are pseudo-periodic.

Design constraints, manufacturing limits and non-newtonian behavior of the fluid impose the following constraints on the dimensions of the fluid chamber: \( r_i < r_{e,\text{max}} = 25\text{mm} \), \( r_i > r_{i,\text{min}} = 14\text{mm} \), \( h > h_{\text{min}} = 0.5\text{mm} \).

Given design constraints it is possible to evaluate the minimum value of fluid viscosity, \( \mu_{\text{min}} \), such that \( d_{\text{max}} \) can be achieved

\[
\mu_{\text{min}} = \frac{d_{\text{max}}h_{\text{min}}}{\pi \left(r_{e,\text{max}}^4 - r_{i,\text{min}}^4\right)} \approx 400[\text{Pa}s].
\]

A silicone oil with a viscosity of \(500[\text{Pa}s] \) was used to implement the device.

B. Mechanical Design

As stated in previous sections, the basic goal behind the system development is to obtain a modular damping unit that can be integrated with the VSA-CubeBot system (e.g. in the shoulder), and change the damping value by changing the fluid chamber area. To deal with these two main features the adopted mechanical solution is inspired by the aperture mechanism, as those used in cameras.

Fig. 6 shows an exploded view of the variable damping system with basic components highlighted. The viscous fluid is represented in light blue. The laminar fluid shear is generated between petals 2 and rotors 8, 7.
a shear chamber filled with fluid when the four aperture petals (2) are engaged. Part 7, fixed on the rotor axis, forms another chamber on top of the petals. Along the maximum diameter of 8 and 7, two O-rings $a$ and $b$ prevent the viscous fluids from leaking from the chambers. The aperture system is actuated by component 3, which is constrained to rotate around its axis, that coincides with rotor axis 8. Part 3 is moved by a wire transmission system (11) actuated by a motor (6) with a pulley (9), fixed on it. Petals 2 are linked to 3 by four pins (12), one for each petal. These pins can translate along prismatic guides grooved on the surface of 1. Part 4 closes the aperture system region (through the O-ring $c$) and realizes a hermetic volume. Hence, the viscous fluid is contained in the chamber formed by the inside of rotor 8, and the regions delimited by 1, 8, 4 and 7. The volume inside rotor 8 is closed by a rubber elastic membrane (10), fixed on 8 by the output shaft of the damping system 5, and forms a recovery chamber.

Fig. 8 shows three different operating conditions of the damping mechanism. When the system is set to low damping configuration the aperture is completely open and both the chamber and the recovery chamber are filled with fluid. When the aperture system is actuated, petals move inside the rotating chamber pushing the moved fluid inside the recovery chamber in 8. When petals return to an open configuration, the fluid returns from the recovery chamber in 8 to the rotary chamber.

The logical scheme illustrating the working principle of the closure mechanism is shown in Fig. 9. The relation between the angular displacement of the motor and the damping coefficient is

$$d = \mu \pi \left( \frac{r_f^2 - \cos(\theta_m / \rho)}{2h} \right)^4$$

(10)

where $\theta_m$ represents the angular displacement of the motor, $\rho = 3$ represents the reduction ratio between the motor pulley and the element 3 and $a$ is defined as in Fig. 9. The angle from the maximum to the minimum damping configuration that the motor must provide is about $30^\circ$.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

A. Variable Damping Experimental Setup

To characterize and validate the VD device, a simple experimental set-up was realized in which the rotor 8 was actuated and both the rotation speed of the rotor and the holding torque on the frame 1 were recorded, for different rotation speeds and closure levels of the aperture system.

The rotor was moved by a SUN 454-0899 12V DC motor. The rotor speed was computed by direct differentiation of the
rotor position which is monitored by an HEDS 5540 optical encoder, and the holding torque was acquired with a strain gauge connected to a Mecmesin 460-1427 Force and Torque test device. Data was acquired with a Phidgets ic board and analyzed with Matlab-Simulink software.

Two kind of experiments were done: in the first experiment (experiment 1), in order to characterize the range of damping with respect to speed, the rotor is controlled using a sine-wave speed reference, characterized by a period of 2Hz and an amplitude of 2.6rad/s and a total duration of 10 seconds. In the second experiment (experiment 2), in order to evaluate the transitory response of the damper due to the time dependent behavior of the damping fluid, the rotor is controlled to a fixed speed reference of 2.6rad/s for a duration of 30 seconds.

B. Variable Damping Experimental Results

Results of experiments 1 and 2 are reported in Fig.s 10 and 11. The numerical derivation of data from experiment 1 (Fig. 10) is the damping coefficient as a function of velocity as shown in Fig. 11. From figures Fig.s 10 and 12, the range of damping corresponding to different operating conditions can be derived: the damping coefficient ranges from a minimum of 0.15Nms/rad to a maximum of 0.4Nms/rad. Noticeably, a certain amount of hysteresis is present. This hysteresis is, nevertheless, comparable to the hysteresis found in most commercial viscous dampers, which is in the order of 50%. This hysteresis is partially due to the transitory behavior of the damping fluid which can be characterized from Fig. 11. A decay of about 50% within a time of 6-7 s can be measured.

C. Variable Impedance Experimental Setup

In this final experiment set, the Variable Damping module presented in the previous part of the work is mounted on top of the VSA-Cube, as shown in Fig. 1 and 7 (a), realizing a complete VIA, with the possibility to adjust both its output stiffness and damping. The system was used to move a load with similar inertia to that of the arm of the robot shown in Fig. 7 (b). The equivalent inertia of 0.077Kgm² is moved to track an angular step of 80deg with different stiffness and damping values.

D. Variable Impedance Experimental Results

Fig. 13 shows experimental results of the system with constant maximum damping and different values of stiffness (Fig. 13 (a)), constant minimum damping and different values of stiffness (Fig. 13 (b)). Fig. 14 shows experimental results of the system with constant maximum stiffness and different values of damping (Fig. 14 (a)) and constant minimum stiffness and different values of damping (Fig. 14 (b)). From the figures it is noticeable the influence of different values of damping and stiffness, especially in terms of the overshoot, which can be contained both with decreasing values of stiffness (Fig. 13) or with increasing values of damping (Fig. 14).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a variable damping device that can be integrated with an existing variable stiffness actuators, the VSA-Cube module. By combining these two devices a physical Variable Impedance Actuator is obtained. The design and the mechanical realization, as well as the functional details were illustrated, along with the main performance parameters. Experimental results validating the effectiveness of the system were reported.
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